
 When folks start asking what they can do from the steno keyboard 
during Eclipse realtime transcription, very often they ask about adding 
a dictionary entry from the writer. It’s definitely possible, but it 
takes a few steps and you can’t really do it in the middle of rapid 
speech. Even so, it’s worth describing, especially since the 
process has been improved with Eclipse Version 11. 
 Some special dictionary entries are needed, and the 
\Documents\Eclipse folder has several dictionaries that you can copy 
into your Jobs folder. Some entries are in “Realtime Editing.dix” 
and can be copied into your main steno dictionary. Other 
entries are NOT in your main dictionary but are found in 
“Keymode.dix” or v11’s “Editmode.dix”. Eclipse automatically 
uses entries from the Keymode or Editmode dictionaries when it needs 
to, so these dictionaries are not selected as “job” dictionaries.  
 Here’s are the steps for the process:
 Step 1:  Write your stroke(s) defined as {M:Add Dictionary 
Entry - RT}. I use S-DZ or K*G for this step. TKPWHR-B (glb, as in 
“global”) would also make sense to me. This entry uses a macro that 
you get by default when Eclipse is 
installed on your computer.  
 Step 2:  Write the steno that 
you want to define. If you’ve ever 
used Ctrl+D to add a dictionary entry 
from your computer keyboard, you’ll 
notice it’s the same steno dialogue.  At 
this point you would use your steno 
keyboard to write the strokes you 
want to define. In this example, I’ve 
written my strokes for “Worthington”.
(Continued on page 3)	
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Eclipse Plugins:  “Find All”

 Among the Version 11 plugins mentioned in the 
Eclipse Users Group’s VirtuCon V, one caught my 
eye that I’d like to describe today.  It’s called “Find 
All.” If you do not already have this plugin, it’s 
freely available. Go to the “Support” menu, 
“Plugins,” then “Plugin store.” Select the plugin 
and use the “Download” button to add the feature.
 Once the feature is added, there’s just one more 
step to make sure it is enabled each time Eclipse is 
on. Go to “Support”, “Manage plugins,” select 
“Find All” and then use the “Enable” button and 
the “OK” button. 

  Once enabled, the 
plugin adds a new item 
to the “Move” menu: 
“Find All instances.”

 Here’s how it works.  The 
standard “Find/Replace” 
dialogue lets you search for 
text or speakers or paragraph 
types, etc.  Use Ctrl+L to locate the next occurrence 
or Shift+Ctrl+L to locate the previous occurrence.  
So far so good, but this is more powerful.
 In a recent deposition, an auto engineer was 
talking about crash 
test dummies. Let’s 
“Find All” the spots 
where that occurred. 

Voila!  “Find All” gives a list of  the spots where “dummy” was mentioned.
It also provides some context to help you locate the spot you need.

You can then use the up/down keys or the mouse to move within the list,
and the cursor will jump to that spot in the document.
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(continued from page 1)	
 Your {M:Add Dictionary Entry - RT} steno 
turned on a special mode whereby Eclipse would 
capture what you write in the “Steno strokes” 
window. You’ll want to use that same stroke to say, OK, 
that’s all the steno I want to define. In Version 11, the 
little box below the “OK” button is where you say what 
that stroke will be. You can replace the default -RBGS 
with a one-stroker like S-DZ or K*G or TKPWHR-B or  
whatever you intend to use. In earlier versions of 
Eclipse, that stroke would need to be defined in the 
Keymode dictionary as {M:Enter - RT}.
	 Step 3: Define the steno. In other words, indicate  
the text that goes with the steno
	 Prior to Version 11, the globaling dialogue would 
open. If you wanted to use the steno keyboard to enter 
the definition, you would be using Keymode.
 With KEYMODE you could fingerspell a word 
but you needed a macro entry in Keymode.dix for 
each letter. Thus, I had A* defined as {M:Type: a} and 
AFPLT defined as {M:Type: A}. You could also write 
the steno for groups of letters, in which case Basic 
phonetics would interpret WORT TOPB as “wortton”. 
With a bit of practice, you could learn what letter 
combinations are easily recognized and where you might 
have to fill in the gaps with some fingerspelling. Also, 
Keymode did not automatically put in spaces, capitalize, 
resolve conflicts, convert numbers, etc.

 Eclipse Version 11 introduced EDITMODE, 
which automatically puts in spaces, capitalizes, 
resolves conflicts, converts numbers and does the 
various things that occur in normal translation.  
As you write, you see the Edit Mode pop-up shows 
the steno stroke(s) you are defining, then an equal 
symbol, then the word or phrase you are building.   
The globaling dialogue does not open because it’s not 
needed.
 In this Version 11 example, I’m showing what the 
Edit Mode pop-up is displaying as I write each stroke for 
the word “Worthington”.  First I wrote my cap stroke 
and then “worth”. Then I 
wrote my stroke for suffix 
“ing”.  Then I wrote my 
stroke for suffix “ton”. 
These are all strokes I 
would normally write.  If I 
write another word, perhaps a name or a number or a 
conflict, a space would be inserted for me and the text 
would appear with all the automatic treatment that I 
expect in normal translation. Of course, I could still 
fingerspell the text, but Eclipse Version 11‘s Edit Mode 
makes for a much more natural process than was possible 
in older versions that had to rely on Keymode.
	 Finish by writing a stroke to say where the 
new dictionary entry will go.  This applies for either 
Eclipse 11 or for earlier versions of the program.  I use 
PHA*EUPB to put the entry in my main dictionary, and 
I use SKWRO*B to put the entry in my job dictionary.
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New Connection Magic Servers Added
Two new Connection Magic servers have been added

to increase responsiveness for features like Team Editing and programs like Bridge Mobile.
If  these servers are closer to where you are located, you can take advantage of  them.

Go to User Settings, Users, Advanced, Connection Magic.
In the box next to “Internet URL”, make a small change.

For the European server:  https://connecteu.eclipsecat.com.
For the Asian server:  https://connectas.eclipsecat.com.


